
Picture yourself at the reference desk…a patron comes up to you 

and asks, “How do I commit suicide?”  Take a moment to imagine 

how you would answer.  Would you give them the information they 

want, or the information they need?  Would you search the internet 

for suicide methods or would you give them a number to a suicide 

hotline or counseling center?

The image above, which went viral in 2012, is what sparked my 

interest in comparing Google to Bing.  It made me wonder – should a 

search engine give you the answer you want, or the answer you 

need?  I started thinking about how they’re different and what it 

would be like if I used Bing instead.  

The Inspiration:

Bing evolved from Microsoft’s 

various search engines, such as  

Live Search and MSN Search.  

Bing was released on June 1, 

2009, and recently underwent a 

logo change to the gold logo you 

see above. 

  *The name Bing is meant to  

reflect the “A-ha!” moment when 

you find what you need, and the 

name was developed through 

Mircrosoft’s collaboration with 

the Interbrand consultant 

company.

About Bing

Bing is advertised as a decision 

engine, but what is that?

· It’s a search that helps you make a 

decision

· Your results are narrowed and 

tailored to your own needs, such as 

location

· Think about online shopping: many 

sites like Amazon allow you to narrow 

results by price, color, size, etc.  

That’s a decision engine at work!

So, Bing isn’t really a decision engine, 

but it comes close.  Closer than Google, 

at least.

Which search engine did I choose?

Throughout the month, I really enjoyed 

seeing the different and beautiful 

background images on Bing.  They sparked 

my curiosity and encouraged me to learn 

something new every day.  I got some great 

incentives from the Bing Rewards program.  

Most importantly, I learned that Bing and 

Google are very similar.  Most of the first 

page of search results were the same!  While 

I still use Google frequently, but now Bing is 

my go-to search engine.

Bing is the Web’s #2 Search engine

Not that different from Google, really.  I 

prefer the ease of use and speed of Bing’s 

maps to Google’s, and I like their video and 

image searches better, too.  Why not test 

out these search features in Bing and decide 

which you prefer?

Bing’s Features

It’s important to have a choice in what you do, 

and search engines are no exception.  Although I 

found that the results were very similar in 

content, it sometimes differs, and Google and 

Bing present the results in different ways. So, it 

is wise for any good internet searcher to know 

that they should use a variety of tools – not just 

Google or Bing, but both.  Further, to get the 

most precise results, know what you’re looking 

for.  Phrase your search in a way that will weed 

out the bad and ugly results, and just leave you 

with the good!

And back to the beginning…

Even though Microsoft employees were aware of 

the viral picture asking about suicide methods, 

Bing still has the same results when you search 

for it.  The difference is that Bing gives you 

exactly what you wan.  It isn’t questioning your 

decision, just helping you make it.  While that’s 

pretty terrible in this extreme case, it might be 

good in others.   With a decision engine, you are 

the one narrowing down your choices and 

selecting from a list of relevant results.  Google 

doesn’t help you as much to reach a decision – it 

puts the onus on the searcher to develop a very 

good search strategy, while the features on Bing 

are designed to help out with those not so well-

formed searches.

Continuing the Project

I decided to duplicate the research of an article I read for this project: Usmani, T., Pant, D., Bhatt, A. K. 

(2012). A comparative study of Google and Bing search engines in context of precision and relative recall 

parameter. International Journal on Computer Science and Engineering, 4(1), 21-34.

The authors, who are computer science professors, compared Google and Bing’s search results for three 

categories of searches: simple one-word, simple multi-word, and complex multi-word searches (see below).  

They analyzed the first 100 search results - that’s 3000 websites analyzed!  However, I took issue with 

their choice of search terms: they aren’t what I would call popular searches, they are very vague (what 

really is a relevant result for history?) and they pertain mostly to computers or people in India.

Since Bing claims to be better than Google for the top internet searches, so why not test those out 

instead?   I gathered lists of the top searches for 2012 from Bing and Google; I looked at the top search 

terms on the UCR Library’s website; I took inspiration from popular culture; I thought carefully about 

what is important to college students and library users.  

Read the Usmani 

et al. article online 

from Directory of 

Open Access 

Journals 

or: bit.ly/1aqaHl2

Performance: Precision

When analyzing search results, I put myself in the 

place of a student seeking to answer a question.  I 

judged the results based on how well they answered 

that question, using rating scale to the right.

For one-word and multi-word searches, Bing out-

performs Google slightly.  For complex multi-word 

searches, Google is better, but by a very narrow 

margin.  So, my research shows that the two are 

similar in their quality when it comes to precision.

Relevant 2 points

Less Relevant 1 point

Useful links ½ point

Irrelevant or error such as 404 0 points

Rating Scale 

Average precision for all searches

Here is a graph of all my results for precision.  As soon as I plotted 

these results, I noticed a pattern, which you can see in the bold 

lines.  What my research revealed is that as a search gets more 

complex and one uses more search terms, precision goes up.  I 

often found that with one word searches, Bing and Google could 

confuse results.  For example, searching for “MLA” results in other 

organizations with the same acronym, such as the Medical Library 

Association.  However, when you add the words “citation guide” 

you tend to get exactly what you need.  It’s a good lesson for novice 

searchers: use more search terms to get better results.

Trends in Precision

Recall is measured as a percentage of the total number of search results.  Google out-performs Bing 

for simple one-word searches, but the two search engines are fairly even on simple multi-word and 

complex multi-word searches.  With the number of search results in the hundreds of millions, and 

sometimes billions, I question whether this is a good way to measure performance.  When most users 

only click on the first page of results, does it really matter if your search results are in the millions vs. 

billions?  Not in my opinion!

Performance: Recall

Why study Bing vs. Google?

It’s good to have choices

(BING=Because It’s Not Google*)

To analyze search tools from a 

librarian’s perspective

To try something new!

So, why blog about it?

It’s the great (new) tradition of doing 

something for a month and then 

blogging about it

Blogging is a new way of publishing

The format allows you to have a more 

dynamic and personal presentation of 

information. 

The Project Rules: 

1. Use only Bing as my primary search 

engine for an entire month

2. Write an interesting blog post every day

3. Use “Bing as a verb instead of “Google”

4. Encourage the use of Bing with my 

friends of colleagues

5. De-Google my life!

Rules #3 & 5 were the most difficult.  Telling 

patrons at the reference desk to Bing 

something was definitely awkward.  Saying I 

“Binged myself” after searching my name was 

even more awkward.  

Even worse was discovering how difficult it is 

to use technology without running into Google 

products.  Google is in more places than you 

think.  Apps, maps, and embedded searches…

…the truth is, you can’t get rid of it 

completely.

Search Terms: Mine vs. Theirs

Search terms used in “A comparative study of 

Google and Bing search engines in context of 

precision and relative recall parameter”

Search terms used in my research

How Bing helps you make a decision:
Results are from social media, online reference 

sources, and the main results are separated into 

Bing’s three-column design.

My Month with Bing
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The ResearchThe Project

Conclusions

Try it!         

Read it!

Background: How search engines work

To the right is a very simple version of how most 

search engines work, but they differ is in the 

algorithm that determines the pages you are 

“served up.”  These algorithms rank pages on 

things like quality of content, back-linking, 

newness, and keywords.  Google uses a 

patented algorithm called PageRank, which 

according to their website, takes into account 

over 200 factors to find the best results!  Bing 

uses a similar system, but these algorithms are 

well-guarded information.

A project and blog exploring 

the web’s #2 search engine

Bing Rewards

 
You know that Google and Bing 

are tracking and using your 

search data, so why not get 

rewarded?  The Bing Rewards 

program lets your earn points for 

your searches, which can be 

redeemed for things like gift cards, 

sweepstakes entries, and 

donations.   It’s a feature that 

really sets Bing apart, and it’s 

helped me score an Amazon gift 

card, donate to Teach for America, 

and enter to win a Windows 

Surface RT. 

I ended up with the search terms to the left.  I analyzed six 

searches instead of five, since I wanted an even balance between 

the popular and the student-/library patron-based search terms.  

I also chose to do searches that related to one another from 

single, to multi, to complex.  Finally, I analyzed only the first 40 

results, representing 4 pages of hits, since research* shows that 

the majority of searchers don’t even click on links past the first 

page.

*see Unger, T. (2011)  The changing face of SERPs: Organic Click Through Rate at http://www.optify.net/search-

marketing/organic-click-through-rate 

One-word searches Simple multi-word Searches Complex Multi-word Searches
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